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A fundamental function of natural language is to focus the interlocutor’s attention to specific entities and circum-
stances from the vast set of possibilities in the environment. In other words, as an utterance progresses, the
narrower its reference typically becomes. Intriguingly, there is substantial convergence in the neural localization
of conceptual specificity effects at the singleword level and combinatory effects at the phrasal level, both system-
atically affecting the left anterior temporal lobe (LATL). However, the relationship between these two types of ef-
fects is not well understood. The current study used MEG to characterize the temporal progression of both types
of effects inminimal two-word phrases (e.g., tomato soup), where single word specificity was varied in both first
and second position (e.g., tomato vs. vegetable; soup vs. dish). These combinatory phraseswere further compared
to non-combinatory single nouns of high and low specificity. Our most robust result was an effect of the specific-
ity of the first word while processing the second word: responses to the second word were the largest when it
was being composed with a more specific as opposed to a more general modifier. In the modifier position, spec-
ificity had no reliable effects, while non-combinatory single nouns did show a subtle LATL increasewhen specific.
In all, our findings show that when non-semantic factors such as frequency are controlled for, conceptual speci-
ficity weakly modulates LATL activity in non-combinatory situations (i.e., at a single noun), but robustly affects
the size of the LATL composition effect. Thus LATL activity appears to bemost strongly driven by the composition
of concepts as opposed to access to single concepts.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Conceptual access vs. conceptual combination in the left anterior temporal
lobe (LATL)

Language provides the human brain a vehicle for the expression of
infinitely many and infinitely complex concepts. Some rich concepts
can be expressedwith single words: for example in English, the concept
of an open rectangular handbag that is larger than a purse, typically has
two handles and is often made out of canvas can be expressed with just
the single syllable tote. But the true power of human language lies in its
potential to create new concepts via combining existing lexicalized con-
cepts into novel phrases, sentences and narratives. How does the dy-
namic act of composing new meaning relate to the representation of
complex meaning within single words? This question has risen as a
core problem for characterizing the brain basis of semantic processing
due to the finding that both research on single concept representation
(Warrington, 1975; Hodges et al., 1992, 1995; Mummery et al., 1999a,
ashington Place, New York, NY
2000; Rogers et al., 2006; Rogers & Patterson, 2007; Desgranges et al.,
2007; Lambon Ralph et al., 2009; Binney et al., 2010) and research on
combinatory semantics (Mazoyer et al., 1993; Stowe et al., 1998;
Humphries et al., 2001, 2005; Vandenberghe et al., 2002; Friederici &
Kotz, 2003; Brennan et al., 2012; Brennan & Pylkkänen, 2012; Bemis &
Pylkkänen, 2011, 2013a,b; Westerlund & Pylkkänen, 2014) have con-
verged on the same region as pivotal in both processes: the left anterior
temporal lobe (LATL). Does the LATL encode a unified computation of
meaning specification, operating both within and across words? Or
are the two effects computationally separate, despite their spatial
proximity?

The spatiotemporal interaction of single word specificity and com-
position was recently addressed using MEG (Westerlund & Pylkkänen,
2014), with results showing that when a variety of lexical level factors
are controlled for, single word specificity effects are actually rather sub-
tle in the LATL, but in combinatory contexts, specificity robustly modu-
lates the size of the composition effect: less specific nouns, such as boat,
elicited a clear LATL increase whenmodified by adjectives (blue boat vs.
qwtp boat) whereas no such effect was reliably observed for more spe-
cific nouns (blue canoe vs. qwtp canoe). Thus it appeared that adjectival
modification robustly boosted LATL activity only when the modified
nouns were themselves somewhat vague in meaning. This interaction
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demonstrates that specificity and composition both affect the same
neural activity and offers initial evidence that the construction of com-
plexmeanings maymodulate LATL activity more strongly than the con-
ceptual specificity of an already stored item (such as boat vs. canoe).

As a stronger test of whether LATL activity primarily reflects access
to stored conceptual representations or the composition of complex
meanings, the current MEG study varied not only the conceptual speci-
ficity of modified nouns but also the conceptual specificity of the mod-
ifiers. With this design we aimed for a maximal chance to observe
single word specificity effects both in the first and second position of
the phrases as well as to evaluate how specificity in first and second po-
sition affects the composition effect. Instead of adjectival modification,
we used noun-noun compounds such as tomato soup as the combinato-
ry stimuli; given that prior research on single word specificity has
focused on nouns, this allowed for a straightforward manipulation of
specificity in both positions. If LATL activity primarily reflects the con-
ceptual specificity of the currently accessed item, then themain predic-
tor of LATL amplitudes should be the conceptual specificity of the
currently processed item: in the modifier position, activity should be
driven by the specificity of themodifierwhile in the head noun position,
the specificity of the head should matter the most. In contrast, if the
LATL is primarily a builder of complex meanings, then the specificity
of the first word should not matter until the second word is encoun-
tered, at which point the meaning of the first word can be integrated
with the second. In other words, integrating the modifier tomato to a
head noun soup should elicit a higher LATL amplitude than integrating
the modifier vegetable to soup, given that tomato narrows down the
meaning of soup more than vegetable does. Further, on the basis of
Westerlund & Pylkkänen’s (2014) findings, we would expect conceptu-
ally less specific head nouns, such as dish, to show larger LATL increases
as a function of modifier addition. Overall, under the composition hy-
pothesis, the conceptual specificity of the currently processed item
should not by itself affect LATL amplitudes in any substantial way, as al-
ready observed in Westerlund & Pylkkänen (2014). To summarize, the
aim of the present study was to measure the effects of composition
and word-by-word conceptual specificity in order to characterize
whether the processing profile of the LATL has a predominantly combi-
natory or access related nature.

Background: Two semantic effects within the LATL

Concept specificity effect
The hypothesis that the LATL plays a key role in the processing of

concepts, and especially specific level concepts, arises froma broad liter-
ature involving both neuropsychological data on semantic dementia pa-
tients and neuroimaging data on healthy participants.

Semantic Dementia (SD) patients suffer from the loss of semantic
memory in both the linguistic and the non-linguistic domains due to
progressive atrophy in temporal lobes. Consequently, in behavioral
studies, they perform below average (i.e., more slowly and/or less accu-
rately) on tasks requiring conceptual knowledge, such as picture nam-
ing, picture sorting, word-picture matching, delayed-copy drawing of
a picture, recognizing a distinctive smell or sound, etc. (Snowden
et al., 1989; Hodges et al., 1992, 1995; Mummery et al., 1999a, 2000;
Garrard & Hodges, 2000; Rogers et al., 2004; Adlam et al., 2006;
Garrard & Carroll, 2006; Patterson et al., 2006; Gainotti, 2006, 2007,
2012; Rogers & Patterson, 2007; Lambon Ralph & Patterson, 2008;
etc.). However, SD patients’ phonological and syntactic knowledge can
still be largely preserved (Hodges et al., 1992). Moreover, for SD pa-
tients, the loss of semantic memory does not affect the processing of
all concepts equally: processing concepts with specific features is
more challenging than processing concepts with more general mean-
ings (Warrington, 1975; Hodges et al., 1995; Done & Gale, 1997;
Rogers et al., 2005; Rogers & Patterson, 2007). For example, SD patients
might still be capable of processing domain-general or prototypical con-
cepts, such as animal or bird, but unable to process more specific animal
labels (Hodges et al., 1995; Patterson et al., 2006; Rogers & Patterson,
2007). The experiments of Rogers & Patterson (2007) on SD patients
even showed that basic-level concepts (e.g., dog) turned out to be
more challenging than domain-general concepts (e.g., animal).

Radiological and PET (positron emission tomography) data have
shown the temporal lobes, especially on the left, to be the most consis-
tent location of atrophy in SD patients (Hodges et al., 1992). As regards
more detailed localization, Mummery et al. (2000) used VBM (voxel-
based morphometry) to show that the most affected brain region of
SD patients is the left temporal pole (Brodmann area 38). Further,
Mummery et al. (1999a,b) and Rogers et al. (2006) used PET to show
that when healthy subjects processed concepts at a specific level, the
brain regions activated were consistent with the regions detected in
the studies on SD patients, namely the bilateral antero-lateral temporal
cortices. Lambon Ralph et al. (2009)'s repetitive transcranial magnetic
stimulation (rTMS) study and Binney et al. (2010)’s study across 3
methods (semantic dementia, rTMS and fMRI) provided further
evidence confirming that anterior temporal lobes (especially temporal
poles) form a critical substrate in the processing of conceptual
knowledge.

Behavioral studies on healthy participants have provided further
evidence that the specificity level of concepts affects participants’ per-
formance in processing concepts. Healthy participants have been re-
ported as faster and more accurate in categorizing concepts at a basic
level (e.g., bird) than at a more specific level (e.g., ostrich) (Rosch
et al., 1976; Murphy & Brownell, 1985; Rogers et al., 2006; Rogers &
Patterson, 2007). Even though, due to the so-called basic-level advan-
tage (i.e., faster activation of basic-level concepts), healthy participants
were in general faster and more accurate in naming or categorizing ob-
jects at the basic level than at a more general level, when participants
were encouraged to make rapid categorization responses, the basic-
level advantage was removed and people were more accurate for
domain-general concepts (e.g., animal) than basic-level concepts
(e.g., bird) (Rogers & Patterson, 2007). Brain imaging studies on healthy
participants (Mummery et al., 1999a, 2000; Rogers et al., 2006) also
confirmed that the LATL is the brain area activated in processing specific
concepts, corresponding to the atrophy site of SD patients.

More specifically, within the LATL, the left temporal pole (i.e., left
BA38) has been the most robustly attested region for the processing of
lexicosemantics and other conceptual information (Mummery et al.,
1999a,b; Olson et al., 2007; Desgranges et al., 2007; Lambon Ralph
et al., 2009; Binney et al., 2010). Even the study of monkeys’ neural ac-
tivity in processing species-specific calls (Poremba et al., 2004) sug-
gested that significantly greater metabolic activity only occurred in
the monkeys’ left temporal pole in response to monkey calls.

Other related studies focusing specifically on the role of the left tem-
poral pole in processing linguistic stimuli have shown that the left tem-
poral pole also plays a role in processing words for unique entities and
proper names, i.e., concepts of very high specificity (Miceli et al., 2000;
Grabowski et al., 2001, 2003; Tranel, 2006, 2009).

Finally, recent fMRI studies focusing on the LATL (Baron et al., 2010;
Baron & Osherson, 2011) have shown that the LATL plays a role in pro-
cessing concept specificity both within words and in word combina-
tions. These two fMRI experiments showed that both the processing of
young man and the processing of boy engaged the LATL more strongly
than processing male, which suggests that even the processing of
basic-level concepts such as boy involves more LATL activity than the
processing of constituent concepts such asmale, which are less specific.

In sum, a wide literature has implicated the LATL, and especially the
left temporal pole, for conceptual processing at the single concept level,
with particular sensitivity to the specificity level of the concept.

Composition effect
In addition to the sizeable literature linking the LATL to conceptual

processing at the single concept/word level, the LATL has also been ro-
bustly implicated for the combinatory aspects of language processing.
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Spatially these effects have shown some variability, but typically they
include some or all of left BA38, left BA20, and left BA21.

Specifically, studies contrasting well-formed meaningful sentences
and length-matched lists of words or meaningless sentences have con-
sistently shown increased LATL activity for well-formed meaningful
sentences, both with hemodynamic methods (Mazoyer et al., 1993;
Stowe et al., 1998; Humphries et al., 2001, 2005, 2006; Vandenberghe
et al., 2002; Friederici & Kotz, 2003; Rogalsky & Hickok, 2009) and in
MEG (Brennan& Pylkkänen, 2012). Moreover, recentMEG experiments
have shown that the LATL is also implicated in processing linguistic
structures much smaller and simpler than sentences, such as minimal
two-word phrases (Bemis & Pylkkänen, 2011, 2013a,b; Westerlund &
Pylkkänen, 2014; Westerlund et al., 2015). For example, processing
blue boat (a meaningful well-formed combinatorial phrase) caused
more activity in the LATL than processing xptq boat (a non-
combinatorial length-matched one-word condition) or cup boat (a
non-combinatorial length-matched word list condition) (Bemis &
Pylkkänen, 2011). In these MEG experiments, the composition effect
was attested in the time window about 200 ms to 300 ms after the
onset of the target word (in this example, boat).

A central question within the combinatory research on the LATL is
whether it reflects syntactic or semantic-aspects on composition. A pop-
ular paradigm for addressing this has been the so-called jabberwocky
version of the sentence vs. list manipulation, where all the open class
words of the stimuli are replaced by pseudowords, with the intent of re-
moving semantics from the expressions. While in several studies,
jabberwocky sentences have elicited a LATL increase (Friederici et al.,
2000; Humphries et al., 2006;Mazoyer et al., 1993), arguably suggesting
a more syntactic role (for discussion see Del Prato & Pylkkänen, 2014),
this has not always been the case (Pallier et al., 2011). A syntactic expla-
nation is also challenged by the results of Vandenberghe et al. (2002),
who contrasted grammatical and scrambled versions of semantically
well-formed and anomalous sentences, showing that the presence of
syntactic structure is not sufficient for a LATL increase, rather, the sen-
tence also needs to be semantically meaningful. A similar conclusion
can be drawn from the already discussed Westerlund & Pylkkänen
(2014) results where a combinatory LATL increase was observed only
for conceptual less specific nouns; again a syntactic account would
have predicted a LATL increase whenever composition was present. Fi-
nally, Del Prato and Pylkkänen (2014) have shown that while adjectival
modification increases LATL amplitudes, numeral quantification does
not (e.g., red cups vs. two cups). Since both types of phrases involve syn-
tactic composition, this difference alsomust have a semantic as opposed
to a syntactic origin. In all, current evidence heavily points towards a se-
mantic combinatory role for the LATL.

In light of the evidence that the LATL’s contribution to composition is
likely semantic as opposed to syntactic, the relatively early timing of its
composition effects at about 200-300 ms is somewhat surprising. Pre-
sumably, semantic composition cannot occur before lexical-semantic
access has taken place and while some electrophysiological evidence
does indicate lexical-semantic factors to come into play before 200 ms
(e.g., Pulvermüller et al., 2001, 2005; Shtyrov et al., 2004;
Pulvermüller, 2005), the most consistent time window for such effects
is later, at 300–500 ms, i.e., in the classic “N400 time window”

(e.g., Kutas & Van Petten, 1988, 1994; Kutas & Federmeier, 2000, 2009,
2011; Pylkkänen & Marantz, 2003; Van Petten & Luka, 2006;
Federmeier, 2007; Lau et al., 2008, 2009). Together, though, these two
bodies of lexical-semantic results raise the possibility that lexical-
semantic activation may in fact unfold gradiently over time (cf., Binder
and Desai, 2009), as opposed to in a single processing stage. This could
subsequently entail that semantic compositionmay also occur in sever-
al stages, differing in the depth of semantic processing that has occurred
on the input items. In this type of hypothesis, the 200–300ms composi-
tion effects in the LATL could index a relatively early combinatory stage,
potentially followed by later ones (Pylkkänen, in press). Thus under-
standing the level of semantic analysis in early LATL activity is clearly
an important topic for future studies, but one that the current work
did not directly aim to tackle.

Current study: The temporal dynamics of specificity effects word by
word

Given that multiword utterances often have more specific meanings
than single words or other noncombinatory stimuli, it is conceivable
that the LATL effects of composition and single word conceptual speci-
ficity both relate to a unified mechanism of meaning specification
(Westerlund& Pylkkänen, 2014). In theMEG experiments of basic com-
binatorial phrases (Bemis & Pylkkänen, 2011, 2013a,b), combining the
word boat with an adjectival modifier blue, a more specific concept –
blue boat – is generated: in this more specific concept, the modifier –
blue – highlights the color dimension of the object – boat – and specifies
the value of this dimension (Murphy, 2002). The studies of Baron et al.
(2010) and Baron & Osherson (2011) could be interpreted in a similar
way. These two studies investigated conceptual combination both
across-words (e.g., young man vs. man) and within words (e.g., boy vs.
male): by specifying the value in the dimension of age, the resultant
concepts (young man and boy) are more specific thanmalewith regard
to this dimension.

Interpreting the LATL combinatory effect as an instance of the con-
ceptual specificity effect conforms to the “semantic hub” model of the
LATL (Patterson et al., 2007), where attributes of a concept (such as
name, action, color, shape, motion, etc.) are distributed over a wide
neural network within which the LATL acts as an organizing “hub”,
connecting the various attributes into a holistic concept. Therefore, for
the semantic hub, processing a more specific concept means recruiting
more features and evaluating the values of these features, and thus,
this model explains why processing a more specific concept is more
costly for the semantic hub than processing a more general concept.
And it follows directly why the left temporal pole is also implicated in
processing concepts of unique entities or proper names (Miceli et al.,
2000; Grabowski et al., 2001, 2003): in processing these highly specific
concepts, more features are recruited and values have to be evaluated
with a high precision.

To investigate whether the specificity and composition effects co-
localize and/or interact, Westerlund & Pylkkänen (2014) compared
the MEG activity elicited by processing concepts of higher (e.g., trout)
vs. lower specificity (e.g., fish) in both a combinatorial context
(e.g., spotted fish / trout) and a non-combinatorial context (e.g., xhsl
fish / trout). As already summarized, the results indicated that even
though noun specificity (i.e., trout vs. fish) only subtly modulated LATL
activity in the non-combinatorial context, it robustly affected the size
of the composition effect in the combinatorial context, with low speci-
ficity nouns eliciting a larger effect (i.e., the difference between spotted
fish and xhsl fish is robustly larger than the difference between spotted
trout and xhsl trout). Post-hoc Amazon Mechanical Turk norming tests
ruled out some confounding factors, such as imageability and plausibil-
ity of combinatorial phrases. Therefore, the results suggested that the
adjectival modifier plays a more measurable role in specifying the
meaning of a low specificity noun than in specifying the meaning of a
noun that is already relatively high in specificity. Thus the increase of
brain activity in the LATL may be driven by the change in specificity,
i.e., the specificity difference between a low specificity concept in isola-
tion and in a combinatorial context (here fish and spotted fish) is larger
than the specificity difference between a high specificity concept in iso-
lation and in a combinatorial context (here trout and spotted trout).

In order to further investigate the interplay between the effects of
concept specificity and composition on the LATL, the current study
employed a design where conceptual specificity was varied in both
themodifier and head noun position, to achieve a fuller characterization
of the temporal dynamics of the two factors. Specifically, we employed a
2 by 3 design on noun-noun combinations, with the specificity of the
modifier (consonant string vs. general vs. specific, e.g., xpt vs. vegetable
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vs. tomato) and the specificity of the head word (general vs. specific,
e.g., dish vs. soup) as main factors (Table 1). Thus the study consisted
of four combinatorial conditions and two single-word (baseline) condi-
tions. In light of the prior finding that the conceptual specificity of the
head noun affects the composition effect (Westerlund & Pylkkänen,
2014), we specifically aimed to characterize the effect of modifier
specificity on the combinatory response. If the size of the combinatory
effect indeed reflects the proportional change in specificity induced by
the addition of a modifier, then the largest combinatory effect should
be elicited for less specific head nouns in the context of a more specific
modifier. In contrast, if LATL amplitudes primarily reflect the conceptual
specificity of the currently processed item, modifier specificity might
impact LATL amplitudes primarily at the modifier but not necessarily
at its combinatory site, i.e., the head noun.With themillisecond tempo-
ral resolution of MEG we were able to characterize the impact of our
specificity manipulation throughout the two-word phrase.

Materials and methods

Participants

23 right-handed, native English speakers participated in the study.
All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and gave informed con-
sent. One participant was excluded from MEG data analysis due to
marker coils falling off during the recording; a second participant was
excluded due to excessive noise during the MEG recording; a third par-
ticipant was excluded due to the malfunction of the trigger box; and a
fourth participant was excluded because more than 90% of the trials
had to be rejected in data processing due to blinking. Thus 19 partici-
pants were included in the final analysis (10 female; average age =
24.95 years, SD = 5.21 years). All data were collected at the Neurosci-
ence of Language Lab at New York University in New York.

Experimental design and stimuli

The experiment employed a 2 by 3 design, with 60 groups of target
words forming a total of 360 trials. However, only 48 of these groups
were included in the analysis as a more detailed statistical analysis of
the stimulus properties revealed that there were 12 sets that created
confounds to the design. Each group contained a pair of modifiers (gen-
eral vs. specific, e.g., vegetable vs. tomato) and a pair of headwords (gen-
eral vs. specific, e.g., dish vs. soup). As Table 1 shows, these four word
types formed the stimuli of the six conditions employed in the experi-
ment. In order to match the amount of visual stimulation prior to the
head word in all the 6 conditions, we inserted unpronounceable conso-
nant strings before the head noun in those conditions where there was
no modifier, following the procedure in prior studies using this para-
digm (e.g., Bemis & Pylkkänen, 2011; Westerlund & Pylkkänen, 2014).
Therefore, in the whole experiment, each modifier appeared twice, in
two trials respectively; and each head word appeared three times, in
three trials respectively. With such a design, we gained a good control
of the specificity factor between the conditions: for example, the differ-
ence between theGenGen condition and SpecGen conditionwas similar
to the difference between the GenSpec condition and SpecSpec condi-
tion in that, in both cases, we were using the same Gen modifier and
the same Spec modifier and the same head words. In our experiment,
Table 1
Experimental design and illustration of the stimuli.

Consonant string
(xpt)

General meaning head word
(GenHead)

xptGen:
qptg dish

Specific meaning head word
(SpecHead)

xptSpec:
qptg soup
in each pair of words, the general meaning word might be a domain-
general word or a basic-level word, and the specific meaning word
might be a basic-level word or a subordinate level word. In other
words, the specificity of a word was defined in a relative way: in each
pair, the word was defined as general or specific when it was compared
to the other word in the pair. We used Wordnet Search 3.1 (http://
wordnet.princeton.edu/) (Miller et al., 1990; Miller, 1995), a large lexi-
cal database showing subordinates and superordinates for each English
word, to check the specificity relation of all the pairs of words used in
the experiment.

Words of the critical stimuli were matched for the following six fac-
tors (see Table 2):

(1) length (values from the English Lexicon Project (Balota et al.,
2007));

(2) number of syllables (values from the English Lexicon Project);
(3) number of morphemes (values from the English Lexicon Pro-

ject);
(4) lexical decision reaction time (values from the English Lexicon

Project);
(5) naming reaction time (values from the English Lexicon Project);
(6) log frequency (calculated from the data in the Corpus of Contem-

porary American English (Davies, 2008) by following Balota et al.
(2007)).

Furthermore, the 4 two-word combinatorial conditions were also
matched for the following two factors (see Table 3):

(1) bigram frequency (values from the Corpus of Contemporary
American English (COCA) (Davies, 2008));

(2) transition probability (calculated from the COCA data).

Fig. 1 illustrates the trial structure. Each trial contained a fixa-
tion “+”, a modifier (or a meaningless consonant string), and a head
word. Each of these items lasted 300 ms on the screen, and the interval
between two neighboring items was also 300 ms. In order to keep par-
ticipants active, prevent them from feeling sleepy and verify that they
were indeed reading and processing the words appeared on the screen,
we added a Yes/No question to one third of the 360 trials. Each question
was not longer than 4 words, presented with capitals and followed by a
question marker: the question could be related to the modifier or the
head word only, or to the phrase as a whole. The 120 questions were
evenly distributed among the 6 conditions; the correct answer to half
of the questions should be Yes and the correct answers to the other
half should be No; the Yes and No were also evenly distributed among
the 6 conditions. The question stayed on the screen until the participant
pressed a button to answer it. Participants were asked to try not to blink
when reading the words shown on the screen. Thus, in order to give
participants more opportunities to blink, for every three trials, we
added one BLINK section between the fixation and the 1st word posi-
tion; the BLINK section also lasted 300 ms, and the interval between
the fixation and the BLINK section and the interval between the BLINK
section and the 1st word position were 300 ms each.

The stimuli were presented by PsychToolBox software (Brainard,
1997; Pelli, 1997). The target itemswere presented in lowercase letters;
General meaning modifier
(GenMod)

Specific meaning modifier
(SpecMod)

GenGen:
vegetable dish

SpecGen:
tomato dish

GenSpec:
vegetable soup

SpecSpec:
tomato soup

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
http://wordnet.princeton.edu/


Table 2
Statistics of critical stimuli (single words). The words are matched for length, number of syllables, number of morphemes, lexical decision reaction time, naming reaction time, and COCA
log frequency: themeans, standard deviations and the p values of 2 by 2 ANOVAs are shown in this table –with the position (modifier vs. headword) and the specificity (low/Gen vs. high/
Spec) as main factors. No significant differences are observed among the stimuli for these factors.

Num Length mean (SD) NSyll mean (SD) NMorph mean (SD) LD RT mean (SD) NMG RT mean (SD) COCA log freq mean (SD)

Gen mod 48 5.73 (1.71) 1.75 (0.81) 1.21 (0.46) 635.55 (68.44) 628.03 (51.45) 9.14 (1.30)
Spec mod 48 5.71 (1.89) 1.85 (0.77) 1.17 (0.38) 645.11 (76.08) 631.80 (58.96) 8.85 (1.47)
Gen head 48 6.21 (1.99) 1.94 (0.89) 1.35 (0.56) 638.02 (71.57) 638.29 (59.57) 9.25 (1.46)
Spec head 48 5.54 (1.69) 1.63 (0.70) 1.25 (0.53) 642.47 (81.55) 635.01 (59.30) 8.92 (1.83)
ANOVA p (position) 0.5535 0.8663 0.1047 0.9692 0.4110 0.6851
ANOVA p (specificity) 0.1932 0.3656 0.3008 0.4807 0.9765 0.1697
ANOVA p (interaction) 0.2214 0.0713 0.6571 0.7738 0.6668 0.9259
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the Yes/Noquestions and theBLINKwere presented in capital letters; all
of the characters were presented in white 30-point Courier font on a
grey background.

The 360 trials were divided into 12 blocks: each block contained 30
trials (5 trials for each condition); any modifier or head word appeared
nomore than once in oneblock; among the30 trials of oneblock, rough-
ly 9 to 12 of the trials contained a Yes/No question; between two neigh-
boring trials, the interval was normally distributed with a mean of
400 ms (SD = 100 ms). The trials within each block were randomized
and the blocks were also randomized in the experiment for each partic-
ipant. However, the BLINK sectionwas inserted regularly: it appeared in
the 2nd, 5th, 8th… 29th trials in each block. Between blocks, partici-
pants could choose to take a short rest or continue immediately.

Procedure

Before the experiment, we used a Polhemus Fastscan three-
dimensional laser digitizer to scan participants’ head shapes, and locate
the positions of five marker coils placed across the forehead. The digi-
tized head shape was later used to constrain source localization during
data processing by co-registering five coils located across the forehead
with respect to the MEG sensors.

Then, before theMEG recording, participants practiced the task on a
shortened block (including 12 trials, 5 of which had a Yes/No question)
outside the magnetically-shielded room (MSR). During this practice
session, participants were given the same instructions as in the real ex-
periment: they were told to press a button with either the index finger
or the middle finger of their left hand to answer the question. Partici-
pants got feedback after they answered each question in the practice
session, so that participants could verify their comprehension of the
task and familiarize themselves with the experiment process. The prac-
tice session could be repeated when participants wanted to get more
practice.

During theMEG recording, participants lay in a dimly lit magnetical-
ly shielded room. The positions of the marker coils were measured at
the beginning and the end of the experiment. MEG data were collected
Table 3
Statistics of critical stimuli (two-word phrases). The phrases arematched for COCAbigram
frequency and COCA transition probability: the means, standard deviations and the p
values of 2 by 2 ANOVAs are shown in this table –withmodifier specificity and headword
specificity as main factors. No significant differences are observed among the stimuli for
these factors.

Num COCA bigram frequency
mean (SD)

COCA transition
probability mean (SD)

GenGen 48 36.25 (58.39) 0.003805 (0.005928)
SpecGen 48 27.38 (79.99) 0.003777 (0.010023)
GenSpec 48 23.5 (49.62) 0.004572 (0.011005)
SpecSpec 48 37.85 (37.85) 0.005459 (0.014463)
ANOVA p (modifier
specificity)

0.7926 0.7829

ANOVA p (head
specificity)

0.9132 0.4329

ANOVA p (interaction) 0.2657 0.7692
by using a whole-head 157-channel axial gradiometer system (Kanaza-
wa Institute of Technology, Nonoichi, Japan), at a 1000Hz sampling rate
with a low-pass filter at 200Hz and a notch filter at 60Hz. Stimuli were
projected onto a screen about 50 cm away from participants’ eyes. As in
the practice session, during the recording, participants used the index
finger and the middle finger of their left hand to answer questions,
but they got no feedback. The recording session lasted approximately
20 minutes.

Data preprocessing

In MEG160 (Meg Laboratory 2.004A), raw MEG data were first
noise-reduced and filtered with a high-pass filter of 1Hz. Then MEG
data from the 200 ms before the onset of each modifier (in two-word
conditions) or the onset of each consonant string (in one-word condi-
tions) (i.e., 200 ms pre-stimulus (or −200 ms)) to 1300 ms after this
onset (i.e., 1300 ms post-stimulus (=700 ms after the onset of the
head word)) were segmented out. In MEG160, raw data of each seg-
ment were also inspected for blinks and data segments containing
blinks were manually rejected. After epoching, the digitized head
shape information and marker coils’ locations were used to constrain
the source localization by co-registering the five coils located around
the face with respect to the MEG sensors. In BESA 5.1 (MEGIS Software
GmbH,Gräfelfing, Germany), we further rejected trials that exceeded an
amplitude threshold of 3000fT and generated average files per condi-
tion per participant. A low-pass filter at 40Hz was applied to averages.

We separately created averages for the 1st-position words
(i.e., modifiers) and for the 2nd-position words (i.e., head words). For
each position, the baseline was defined from 100 ms pre-onset to the
onset (i.e., −100 ms to 0) and the artifact rejection was defined from
−100 ms to 600 ms.

Minimum Norm Estimates

After pre-processing, distributed L2 minimum norm source esti-
mates were constructed for each average using BESA 5.1 (MEGIS Soft-
ware GmbH, Munich, Germany). The channel noise covariance matrix
for each estimate was based upon the 100 ms prior to the onset of the
noun in each condition average. The construction of the source esti-
mates was based on the activity of 1426 regional sources evenly distrib-
uted on two shells (713 regional sources each shell), at 10 and 30%
below a smoothed standard brain surface adjusted to the head shape in-
formation gathered during the laser digitization. Regional sources in
MEG can be thought of as two single dipoles at the same location but
with orthogonal orientations. The resultant activity at each regional
source was computed as the root mean square of the source activities
of its two components. After this, pairs of regional sources in the outer
and inner shells of the source space were compared and the source
with the larger valuewas selected for further computation. Thus overall,
the source space consisted of 713 non-directional sources. Minimum
norm images were depth as well as spatiotemporally weighed, using a
signal subspace correlation measure (Mosher & Leahy 1998).
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Data analysis

Our analyses were focused on the following two measures:

(1) the LATL activity generated by the processing of the 2nd-position
words (i.e., head words) in these six conditions: xptGen_2nd,
GenGen_2nd, SpecGen_2nd, xptSpec_2nd, GenSpec_2nd,
SpecSpec_2nd. These measurements allowed us to perform
ANOVAs to test the interaction between the main factor of
head specificity and the main factor of modifier specificity.

(2) the LATL activity generated by the processing of single nounmod-
ifiers: GenGen_1st, SpecGen_1st, GenSpec_1st, SpecSpec_1st. In
these measurements, the target words are the 1st-position words
(i.e., modifiers). Together with the measurements of xptGen_2nd
and xptSpec_2nd, these measurements allowed us to perform t-
tests to test the single-word specificity for the head word position
and the modifier position respectively.

First we performed ROI (region-of-interest) analyses focusing on the
left temporal pole on a specific timewindow, so as to determine the spa-
tiotemporal dynamics of processing single words and combinatorial
phrases. This was followed by whole-brain source analyses across all
sources and time points to verify that the effects observed in the ROI
analyses in fact reflected activity within left BA38 as opposed to neigh-
boring regions.

ROI analysis
Based on previous studies on the concept specificity effect (see

Section 1.1.1), our ROI analysis focused on left BA38 (i.e., the left tempo-
ral pole), though given the spatial resolution of MEG (which can vary
from a few millimeters in optimal circumstances to very poor in the
case of e.g. deep sources, Hämäläinen et al., 1993), it should be kept in
mind that this ROI could also reflect activity from neighboring regions
(but see the description of our full brain contrasts below as a way to
partly address this). To isolate BA 38 within our source space, the
Tailarach daemon (Lancaster et al., 1997, 2000) was used to partition
the 713 sources on the smooth BESA cortex into Brodmann area labels.
All sources within the left BA38 were first averaged together and then
the time course of this ROI was submitted to nonparametric, cluster-
based permutation tests (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007) aimed at identify-
ing temporal clusters of activity where our stimulus manipulation reli-
ably affected the source intensity, corrected for multiple comparisons.
The permutation tests were ran over a 150 – 350 ms time window for
each target word, motivated by the timing of LATL composition effects
in prior studies, typically observed at 200–250 ms post-stimulus
(Bemis & Pylkkänen, 2011, 2013a,b; Westerlund & Pylkkänen, 2014).

The basic idea of the permutation testing is to calculate test statistics
on randomly partitioned datamany times (here 10,000 times) and then
to calculate the number of random partitions that yield a test statistic at
least as high as the observed test statistic. If the number of such parti-
tions is smaller than the pre-set p-value (usually 0.05), then the effect
is treated as “significant”.

The specific steps in our cluster-based permutation tests are as
follows:

(1) for every time point, an uncorrected t-test or ANOVA was
calcualted on the ROI time course data;

(2) within our time window (150 to 350 ms for each target word),
clusters of at least 10 adjacent time points that showed a signifi-
cant effect at a p-value of 0.05 (uncorrected) were selected;

(3) a test statistic (for t-tests, it is the sum of t-values of every time
point in a cluster; for ANOVAs, it is the sum of F-values of every
time point in a cluster) was calculated for each cluster of time-
points passing the criteria defined in step (2) above and the
cluster with the largest test statistic within the analyzed time-
interval (i.e., 150–350 ms post word-onset) was selected;

(4) then the data were permuted for 10,000 times by randomly re-
assigning the condition labels for each participant independent-
ly, and the test statistic was calculated for each largest cluster
in this permutation; thus, these 10,000 test statistics formed
the null distribution for the test statistic of interest;

(5) if less than 5% of the partitions yield a test statistic larger than the
observed test statistic of (3), than the cluster was accepted as
significant.

To investigate themain factor of head specificity and themain factor
of modifier specificity, we first ran a 2 by 3 permutation ANOVA over all
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the six conditions over the time window 150 ms to 350 ms at the head
word presentation (i.e., focusing on the 2nd position) in left BA38 with
the specificity of the head word and the specificity of the modifier as
two main factors.

Since the 2 by 3 ANOVA revealed that there was a main effect of the
modifier specificity, as a follow-up analysis, we also conducted a 2 by 2
permutation ANOVA over the four combinatorial conditions over the
same time window (i.e., 150 ms to 350 ms at the head word presenta-
tion), also with the specificity of the head word and the specificity of
the modifier as two main factors. The purpose of this follow-up 2 by 2
ANOVA was to confirm that the modifier specificity effect shown in
the 2 by 3 ANOVA was not simply due to the existence of modifiers in
two-word conditions, but really due to the difference in the modifier
specificity.

Another follow-up analysis was to verify the composition effect,
contrasting combinatory conditions to single word conditions. Spe-
cifically, four permutation t-tests were performed over the timewin-
dow 150 ms to 350 ms at the head word presentation in left BA38 –

xptGen vs. GenGen, xptGen vs. SpecGen, xptSpec vs. GenSpec,
xptSpec vs. SpecSpec.

Finally, two permutation t-tests were performed to investigate the
single-word specificity of different positions: (1) the comparison be-
tween general modifiers and specific modifiers over the time window
150 – 350ms at themodifier presentation; (2) the comparison between
the condition xptSpec and the condition xptGen over the time window
150 – 350 ms at the head word presentation.

Since the permutation t-test between xptSpec and xptGen showed a
subtle effect for the single-word specificity effect, to further examine
the size of this effect, a follow-up t-test was performed on averaged ac-
tivity over the time window of this cluster (i.e., 266 - 275 ms) at the
head word presentation.

Whole brain analysis
In order to reveal any robust effects outside of our ROI and to assess

whether the effects shown in the ROI analyses in fact reflected activity
in the left temporal pole as opposed to spill-over activity from adjacent
regions, we performed four whole brain analyses across the entire
source space, as follows:

(1) in order to verify the main effect of modifier specificity, we per-
formed a comparison between conditions containing a specific
modifier and conditions containing a general modifier for the
time window of 0 to 600 ms after the head word presentation
(i.e., the 2nd position);

(2) to verify the significant composition effect shown in the permu-
tation t-test between the two conditions xptGen and SpecGen,
we performed a comparison between these two conditions for
the time window of 0 to 600 ms at the head word presentation
(i.e., the 2nd position).

(3) to verify the results of ROI analyses on single-word specificity, we
performed a comparison between all specific modifiers and all
generalmodifiers for the timewindowof 0 to 600ms at themod-
ifier presentation (i.e., the 1st position);

(4) finallywe performed a comparison between xptSpec and xptGen
for the time window of 0 to 600 ms at the head word presenta-
tion (i.e., the 2nd-position).
Fig. 2. The impact of modifier specificity on the composition effect at the head word. (A) Activ
position word. A 3D BESA standard brain illustrates the sources included in the ROI, with sourc
specificity was found at 216 – 246 ms (p=0.037). (B) Average activity over the interval during
(C) Uncorrectedwhole brain comparisons at the 2ndword presentation contrasting conditions
more specific modifier elicited greater activity than the less specific one and in blue if the reve
word control conditions. The top panel shows the comparisons of source data in left BA38 (in n
was only found for the SpecGenvs. xptGen comparison (216– 298ms, p=0.004). The bottomp
included in the analyses). Similarly to the BA 38 source data, a cluster of increased activity is obs
its one-word control (xptGen), though statistically this effect was weaker than the source effe
In each of these full brain analyses, a paired two-tailed t-test was
conducted sample by sample for every time point over the targeted
time window. Results were plotted as significant when at least 5 adja-
cent sources and at least 5 consecutive time points (5ms) showed a dif-
ference at a p-value of 0.05 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons). As
emphasized above, the purpose of these analyses was simply confirma-
tory of the ROI analyses.

Sensor space analyses
In order to assess whether our source results are also observable in

the sensor data, we divided the left hemisphere sensors into four even
sections (like a pie), moving from anterior to more posterior sensors,
and calculated the root mean square (RMS) for each subsection. The
sensor division was intended as maximally mechanical and thus easily
replicable, though the downside of this was a loss of sensitivity, as the
analysis was not designed to capture variability in individual subjects’
magnetic field patterns.

RMSed data were analyzed with permutation tests as the BA 38
source data, although given the noisier nature of the sensor data (with
each sensor likely reflecting activity from multiple sources) we in-
creased the p-value used for cluster selection to .3 and conducted the
permutation tests within the narrow time window of 200 – 300 ms,
i.e., directly focused around the LATL effects observed in the source anal-
ysis. For simplicity, all tests were one-tailed t-tests, directly aimed at
assessing either effects of composition (i.e., increases for combinatory
conditions as compared to their one-word controls) or increases for
specific over general words in non-combinatory context (i.e., specific
vs. general modifiers in the 1st word position and specific vs. general
single words in 2nd word position).

Results

Behavioral results

Of the total 360 trials (including 72 fillers and 288 critical trials), 1/3
included a task – a Yes/No question, so there were 120 questions. Mean
accuracy for all 19 participants was 88.07% ± 2.3 (standard deviation).
Since in this experiment, the purpose of including the task was simply
to keep participants paying attention and prevent them from feeling
bored and sleepy, no further analysis was done for the behavioral
results.

ROI Results

The interplay between the concept specificity effect and the composition
effect

The 2 by 3 permutationANOVAperformed over all the six conditions
(i.e., xptGen, GenGen, SpecGen, xptSpec, GenSpec, SpecSpec) on the left
BA38 in the time window 150 – 350 ms at the head word presentation
(i.e., the 2nd position) revealed a significant cluster between 216 ms
and 246 ms (p = 0.037) for the main effect of the modifier specificity
(Fig. 2). Within this cluster, increasing the specificity of the modifier
led to an increase of brain activity in left BA38 (xptGen Mean = 6.735
(SE = 0.841), GenGen Mean = 6.826 (SE = 0.694), SpecGen Mean =
10.215 (SE = 1.071), xptSpec Mean = 7.712 (SE = 1.078), GenSpec
ation (in nAm) by condition in the left BA38, where 0 ms represents the onset of the 2nd
es color-coded by Brodmann area. A significant cluster for the main effect of the modifier
which the reliable main effect of modifier specificity is observed (error bars show SEMS).
modified by amore specific word vs. by a less specific word. Activity is plotted in red if the
rse was true. (D) Pairwise comparisons between combinatory conditions and their single-
Am). A significant composition cluster (i.e. increased activity for the two-word condition)
anel shows the comparisons of sensor data (in fT) (a 3DBESAhelmet illustrates the sensors
erved between 200ms and 300ms for the SpecGen combinatory condition as compared to
ct (see Sections 2.6.3 and 3.4).
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Image of Fig. 2
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Mean= 8.775 (SE = 1.318), SpecSpec Mean= 10.8 (SE = 1.667)). No
clusters showed sensitivity to head word specificity or the interaction
between the two main factors.

The follow-up 2 by 2 permutation ANOVA performed over the four
two-word conditions (i.e., GenGen, SpecGen, GenSpec, SpecSpec) in
the same time window (i.e., 150 – 350 ms at the head word presenta-
tion) in left BA38 showed an almost significant cluster for the main ef-
fect of the modifier specificity between 218 ms and 244 ms (p =
0.06). Also within the cluster, the pattern showed that increasing the
modifier specificity caused an increase of brain activity in left BA38.
This result confirmed that the main effect of the modifier specificity
shown in the 2 by 3 ANOVA was not simply due to the existence of a
modifier in two-word conditions, but largely due to the specificity of
the modifier.

The results of the four permutation t-tests performed between com-
binatory and single-word conditions at the headword on the left BA38 in
the time window of 150 – 350 ms were as follows: only the comparison
between xptGen and SpecGen generated a significant cluster between
216 ms and 298 ms (p = 0.004, more brain activity was elicited for
SpecGen than for xptGen); for the comparisons between xptGen and
GenGen, between xptSpec and SpecSpec, and between xptSpec and
GenSpec, no clusters were found (Fig. 2). The results of these t-tests
showed that a significant composition effect was only elicited when
the head word was general and the modifier was specific.

The concept specificity effect of single words
The permutation t-test performed between all specificmodifiers and

all general modifiers over the time window 150 ms to 350 ms at the
modifier presentation on left BA38 showed no clusters (see Fig. 3).

The permutation t-test performed between xptSpec and xptGen in
the time window 150 ms to 350 ms at the head word presentation on
left BA38 showed a small cluster between 266 ms and 275 ms (which
did not however survive correction for multiple comparison; p = 0.23,
corrected) with a pattern showing that specific head words caused
more neural activity than general headwords (see Fig. 3).When probed
further, the follow-upwindow t-test performed onaveraged activity be-
tween 266 ms and 275 ms showed a significant effect (p = 0.03).

Whole brain results

The interplay between the concept specificity effect and the composition
effect

Based on the results of ROI analyses, we performed a whole brain
comparison between conditions containing specific modifiers and con-
ditions containing general modifiers over the time window 0 ms to
600ms at the headword presentation (i.e., the 2nd position). This com-
parison confirmed the main effect of the modifier specificity in the left
temporal pole: the clusters were plotted in red during 200 ms to
300 ms in the left temporal pole, which means that in the left temporal
pole, the conditions with specific modifiers led to more activity than
condition with general modifiers. During 100 ms to 200 ms, there was
also a small cluster in the left temporal pole (Fig. 2). Most other effects
observed for this contrast were in the other direction, i.e., showing
more activity for general than specific modifiers (plotted in blue).

Another whole brain comparison was performed between the con-
ditions xptGen and SpecGen over the time window 0 ms to 600 ms at
the head word presentation (i.e., the 2nd-position), to examine the
composition effect. This comparison also confirmed the significant com-
position effect in the left temporal pole: the clusters were plotted in red
during 200 ms to 300 ms in the left temporal pole, showing that in the
left temporal pole, adding a specific modifier to a general head word
led to more brain activity (see Fig. 2).

The concept specificity effect of single words
Two whole brain comparisons were performed to verify the results

of ROI analyses on single-word specificity effect. The comparison
between all specific modifiers and all general modifiers over the time
window 0 ms to 600 ms at the modifier presentation (i.e., the 1st-
position) showed no cluster in LATL, which means that no single-
word specificity was attested for modifiers (see Fig. 3). However, this
whole brain comparison did show an increase for specific over general
modifiers in several other regions, such as dorsal parts of left motor cor-
tex, the left inferior frontal gyrus and ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(see Fig. 3). Thus although increased specificity in themodifier position
did not modulate activity in the left anterior temporal lobe, it did have a
rather distributed effect in many other regions.

The whole brain comparison between xptSpec and xptGen over the
time window 0 ms to 600 ms at the head word presentation (i.e., the
2nd position) showed a very small cluster during 200 ms to 300 ms
in the left temporal pole, which conformed to the result of the corre-
sponding ROI analysis (See Fig. 3): single head words of high specificity
subtly led to more brain activity in the left temporal pole than single
head words of low specificity. No other regions showed any obvious
increases. Also, overall, the whole brain analyses did not reveal any
corresponding right-lateral effects to the effects observed around left
BA 38.

Sensor data

Of the four left hemisphere sensor groups included in the RMS anal-
ysis, the more posterior midline group exhibited activity clusters that
qualitatively replicated the source results for BA 38. Most likely, these
sensors were capturing the more posterior dipolar component of the
flux associated with the magnetic field originating from left anterior
temporal cortex (given that our sensors are axial gradiometers, the
measured flux is always around the source activity, never on top of it).
In these sensors (bottom of Fig. 2), when the combinatory conditions
were compared to their one-word controls at the head word, a cluster
of increased activity was observed for SpecGen over xptGen at 232 –

280 ms (p = 0.05), closely resembling the BA 38 source results. Like
in the source analysis, no other comparisons between two-word and
one-word conditions yielded reliable or near-reliable clusters (GenGen
vs. xptGen, 259 – 278ms, p=0.34; SpecSpec vs. xptSpec, 218 – 237ms,
p = 0.23; GenSpec vs. xptSpec, 229 – 265 ms, p = 0.13).

When using the same midline posterior sensor group to test for
increases for specific words over general words in non-combiantory
contexts, specific words trended towards larger amplitudes both in
the modifier position (221 – 263 ms after modifier onset; p = 0.07)
and in the head position when occurring without a modifier
(238–280 ms after head onset, p = 0.08). While in the head position,
this effect may plausibly have been driven by activity within the
LATL, given a small but similar temporal pole effect in the uncorrected
whole brain analysis, the whole brain analysis did not yield any
evidence for a LATL increase for specific over general words in the
modifier position. Instead, a small increase for specific over general
words was observable in superior frontal region, which may have
contributed to the sensor effect.

In sum, although statistically weak, our sensor data manifested a
pattern broadly compatible with the BA 38 source results, suggesting
that perhaps with more subjects, even relatively crude sensor space
analyses may be used to study the computations executed in the
LATL.

Discussion

Composition effect as a change of concept specificity

The primary goal of this study was to investigate the interplay be-
tween the effects of single-word concept specificity and composition
on the LATL, i.e., whether and how single-word concept specificity af-
fects the composition effect. To address this, we used noun-noun com-
pounds and manipulated the specificity of both the modifier and the



Fig. 3. The effect of single-word specificity in 1st- and 2nd-word positions. (A) Activation (in nAm) by condition in the left BA38, where 0ms represents the onset of the 1st positionword
(left) and the onset of the 2nd position word (right). No clusters were found for the comparison of single word conditions at the 1st word position. A small cluster was found between
266 ms and 275 ms (p = 0.23) for the comparison of single word conditions at the 2nd word position. (B) Sensor data (in fT) by condition, where 0 ms represents the onset of the 1st
position word (left) and the onset of the 2nd position word (right). No significant clusters were found, although in both comparisons, the largest cluster showed a pattern that a specific
modifier or head word caused more magnetic field than a general modifier or head word. (C) Uncorrected whole brain comparisons at the presentation of the 1st word (left) and at the
presentation of the 2nd word (right), contrasting more specific and more general modifiers (left) or head words (right).
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head word. As both the ROI results and the whole brain analysis
showed, increasing modifier specificity caused a larger composition ef-
fect, and in fact, the composition effect was only reliable when a more
specific modifier was added to a less specific head word. A similar
though statistically weaker patterns was observed in the sensor data.
Crucially, the conceptual specificity of the modifier mattered for LATL
activity not in the modifier position, when the meaning of the modifier
was being accessed, but rather in the head position, when the meaning
of the modifier was being integrated with the second noun. This shows
that conceptual specificity mostly strongly modulates LATL activity
when complex concepts are being composed, not when single concepts
are being accessed.

Overall, these results are inmanyways consistent with the results of
several previous MEG studies on the composition effect. First, in our
permutation t-tests, the significant composition effect was observed at
216–298 ms and in our permutation ANOVA through all the six condi-
tions, the significant main effect of modifier specificity was obtained
at 216–246 ms. These time windows conform well to the timing of
LATL combinatory effects in prior comprehension studies, all reported
at 200–300 ms (Bemis & Pylkkänen, 2011, 2013a,b; Westerlund &
Pylkkänen, 2014). Second, the study of Westerlund & Pylkkänen
(2014) showed that the LATL composition effect was larger for less spe-
cific head words. Similarly, our four permutation t-tests assessing the
combinatory effect also showed that only by adding a specific modifier
to a less specific head word could a significant composition effect be
elicited.

Thus, the current findings conform to the results of previous MEG
studies on the LATL composition effect and provide further evidence
on what factors drive it: our results suggest that (i) the composition ef-
fect is dependent on a relatively specific modifier and (ii) when the
modifier is specific, a more general head word elicits a bigger composi-
tion effect than amore specific headword. Both of these two aspects on
the composition effect suggest that the composition effect is due to the
difference between concepts – between a concept in isolation and the
corresponding concept in amodified context. Thus, increasing the spec-
ificity of the modifier contributes to the increase of the difference. This
result patternwasmanifested by our significantmain effect of themod-
ifier specificity, showing that for combinatorial phrases, the LATL ampli-
tude elicited at the head noun depends largely on the specificity of the
modifier. These results fully conform to the results of Westerlund &
Pylkkänen (2014) as long as their adjectival modifiers are regarded as
specific modifiers, which, although harder to establish for adjectives,
is a reasonable assumption.

There might be several ways to explain this prominence of modifier
specificity in the processing of the whole combinatorial phrase. One
possibility is in terms of diagnosticity, as suggested in Westerlund &
Pylkkänen (2014). Here diagnosticity refers to how much given infor-
mation contributes to distinguishing one concept from another (Smith
& Osherson, 1984; Smith et al., 1988). Intuitively, by adding a modifier
red to a noun head word boat, not only the modifier reduces the set of
potential objects, but also it highlights the dimension of color and
makes the dimension of color more prominent than other dimensions
of the concept boat (e.g., shape, material, etc.) Thus, since the modifier
could highlight a certain dimension, it would follow that the modifier
plays a dominant role in the processing of the whole combinatorial
phrase. Another potential explanation might be due to the word order
of English: the modifier precedes the noun head word it modifies.
Thus, presumably, the specificity of the modifier might be carried over
in the processing of the whole combinatorial phrase. Further studies
are needed to account for the prominence of modifiers shown in the
processing of combinatorial phrases.

Finally, since the results of the current experiment showed that in-
creasing the modifier specificity led to a larger composition effect, the
results suggest that when elicited in the same design, the concept spec-
ificity of the modifier could be added to the composition effect in the
same time window for the same brain region. Therefore, our study
conforms to the view that the composition effect and the concept spec-
ificity effect may reflect the same mechanism.

Effect of single-word specificity

As regards the effect of conceptual specificity in the processing of
single words in different structural positions, both our ROI and whole
brain results provided subtle evidence that single-word concept speci-
ficity affected LATL amplitudes at the head words, but not at the modi-
fiers. In other words, according to our results, only in the processing of a
completed conceptual representation (here at the head words) could
the single-word concept specificity effect be attested.

These results conform to prior findings on the time course and direc-
tionality of concept specificity effects. First, our concept specificity effect
(i.e., the specificity effect for head words in isolation) occurred at 266 –

275 ms, consistent with the timing of previous concept specificity ef-
fects in MEG, which both for words (Westerlund & Pylkkänen, 2014)
and for non-linguistic visual stimuli (Clarke et al., 2011, 2013) have oc-
curred at about 240 – 300ms. Second, as Fig. 3 shows, within the biggest
cluster (at 266 – 275ms), more activity was elicited in the left temporal
pole for more specific concepts than for less specific concepts, as prior
MEG (Clarke et al., 2011, 2013;Westerlund & Pylkkänen, 2014) and he-
modynamic studies (e.g., Rogers et al., 2006) have also found.

Third, in contrast to the results of hemodynamic studies (see the lit-
erature in Section 1.1.1), the results of the current study and those of
Westerlund & Pylkkänen (2014) show that the effect of single-word
concept specificity is very subtle in MEG. This could be due either to
the fact that we more strictly controlled for various lexical factors than
previous hemodynamic studies (e.g., frequency, number ofmorphemes,
etc.) or to the difference in imaging techniques and data analyses; for
example, here we only analyzed activity time-locked to word onsets,
and thus, any activity with more latency variation would have been
missed. Besides, as Table 2 shows, although in general, the lexical factors
of the stimuli were well matched, there were still some differences be-
tween words used in different conditions. In particular, general mean-
ing head words had a higher mean in length and number of syllables
than specific meaning head words, which might turn out to be a disad-
vantage in eliciting a significant single-word specificity effect.

However, for the modifier position, in the current study, both the
ROI and whole brain analyses yielded no clusters at all (note that for
the comparison between specific and general modifiers, the sample
size is double of the sample size for the comparison between specific
and general headwords.) Oneway to understand this contrast between
modifiers and headwords is in terms of the semantic hub hypothesis of
the LATL: according to this account, the LATL collects distributed fea-
tures to form a holistic concept, and therefore, since the appropriate in-
terpretation of modifiers has to be delayed until the head words are
encountered, it would follow that the semantic hub might not treat
modifiers as concepts until the headwords have also been encountered.
In the current experiment, participants always knew that the modifiers
would be followed by a head noun,making this interpretation plausible.

Conclusion

To summarize, this study investigated how single-word specificity
affects the composition effect in the left temporal pole. With a noun-
noun compound design in which the specificity of nouns in both posi-
tions was manipulated, we found evidence that single-word specificity
does affect the processing of a combinatorial phrase in the left temporal
pole: the composition effect was reliably modulated by modifier speci-
ficity. Specifically, a reliable composition effect was only observedwhen
a more specific modifier was combined with a less specific head noun,
causing a large boost in specificity to the currently processed word. In
the absence of a combinatory environment, specificity only weakly
modulated LATL amplitudes (at the single word head nouns) or had
no effect at all if the currently processed word was in a position where
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the reader could not yet commit to any particular conceptual represen-
tation (modifier position). In sum, our findings show that concept spec-
ificity affects temporal pole activation only in positions where the
conceptual representation can be completed and in particular, when
this completion involves the integration of previously encountered fea-
tures significantly boosting the specificity of the current item.
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